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I hope these worksheets are useful to you as you learn about yourself and prepare for 
your witchcrafting adventure. take care when creating and preparing this information 
and do my best to present information that is accurate. However, this document is for 
educational purposes only and solely as a self-help tool for you to use. I accept no liability 
whatsoever for any loss or damage you may experience. Always seek professional 
counsel relating to your circumstances. My role is to support and assist in reaching your 
own goals, but your success depends on your own effort, motivation, commitment and 
follow-through. I cannot predict nor do I guarantee any particular results. 

Copyright © 2018 by Maggie Haseman 
All rights reserved. This book is provided for you as an aid in your personal study. You 
may print this document for your personal use only. Any other uses—without my express 
written permission—are prohibited. No part of this publication may be reproduced, 
stored, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, scanning or otherwise. 

Any suggestions, feedback, or permission requests can be directed to my email: 
maggie@mumblesandthings.com  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top 10 Herbs 
Herb Polarity Element Planet Key Purpose Magical Properties

Sage Active Earth Jupiter Cleansing
purification, cleansing sacred space, wisdom, 
immortality, wishes, dealing with grief and loss, 
spiritual and emotional healing

Lavender Passive Air Mercury Calming
love, healing, purification, sleep, dreams, wisdom, 
divination, protection, peace, harmony

Rose Passive Water Venus Opening
love and friendship, psychic awareness, protection, 
divination, opening the heart, domestic peace/
happiness

Eucalyptus Passive Water Moon Inspiring
healing, protection, purification, stimulating, 
invigorating, reconciliation

Peppermint Active Fire Mars Arousing
increasing vibrations, healing, protection, wealth, 
banishing, purification, transformation, abundance

Rosemary Active Fire Sun Focusing
mental powers, purification, sleep, banishing, love, 
protection, lust, healing, mental health, clear thinking

Bergamot Passive Earth Mercury Increasing
money, prosperity, protection, healing, improving 
memory, stopping interference, sleep, luck, success, 
increasing power

Patchouli Passive Earth Saturn Grounding
money, love, grounding, earth energy, physical realm, 
growth, success, consciousness

Pine Passive Air Mars Releasing
divination, witches, calling spirits, letting go, clean 
breaks, new beginnings, strength, grounding, growth, 
cleansing, purification

Basil Active Fire Venus Banishing
love, exorcism, wealth, sympathy, protection, dispels 
confusion, fears and weakness, drives o" hostile spirits, 
attracting money and prosperity
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Rank these herbalism practices from 1 (most interesting) to 5 (not as interesting). If there 
is something on this list that doesn’t even remotely excite you, simply cross it out. If there 
is another type of herbalism that interests you that isn’t listed, write it in the blank space 
and rank it. 

_____ Medicinal remedies 

_____ Baking and cooking 

_____ Cosmetics and beauty products 

_____ Herbal tea 

_____ Spells and charms 

Focus on the item you’ve ranked as number 1 until you can do it on a daily basis. Then, 
begin studying and learning about number 2 and so on. 

Use the space below to write out all the steps needed to accomplish your chosen 
herbalism practice. 

How do you plan on making time to commit to your herbalism practice? (the same day 
every week, the same time every day, twice a week?)
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